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"Pews have never yet found an historian," John M. Neale complained, when he undertook to survey the subject of church seating for the Cambridge Camden Society in 1842. To a large extent, the same situation prevails today in connection with "pews" in the American synagogue. Although it is common knowledge that American synagogue seating patterns have changed greatly over time—sometimes following acrimonious, even violent disputes—the subject as a whole remains unstudied, seemingly too arcane for historians to bother with. Seating patterns, however, actually reflect down-to-earth social realities, and are richly deserving of study. Behind wearisome debates over how sanctuary seats should be arranged and allocated lie fundamental disagreements over the kinds of social and religious values that the synagogue should project and the relationship between the synagogue and the larger society that surrounds it. As we shall see, where people sit reveals much about what they believe.

The necessarily limited study of seating patterns that follows focuses only on the most important and controversial seating innovation in the American synagogue: mixed (family) seating. Other innovations—seats that no longer face east, pulpit moved from center to front, free (unassigned) seating, closed-off pew ends, and the like—require separate treatment. As we shall see, mixed seating is a ramified and multifaceted issue that clearly reflects the impact of American values on synagogue life, for it pits family unity, sexual equality, and modernity against the accepted Jewish legal (halachic) practice of sexual separation in prayer. Discussions surrounding this innovation form part of a larger Jewish debate over Americanization, and should really be viewed in the overall context of ritual reform. By itself, however, the seating issue has taken on a symbolic quality. It serves not only as a focus on the changing nature of the American synagogue, but also on the changing nature of the larger society—American and Jewish—in which the synagogue is set.

The extent to which men and women were in the synagogues of antiquity has been disputed. There can, however, be no doubt that separate seating of one form or another characterized Jewish worship from early medieval times onward. The idea that men
and women should worship apart prevailed in many Christian churches no less than in synagogues—although the latter more frequently demanded a physical barrier between the sexes—and separate seating remained standard practice in much of Europe down to the contemporary period.

In 1845, the Reform Congregation of Berlin abolished the separate women's gallery in the synagogue and the traditional mechina (partition) between men and women. Although mandating "the seating of men and women on the same floor," the congregation continued to preserve the principle of sexual separation during worship: men occupied the left side of the auditorium, women the right. As late as the early twentieth century, the Hamburg temple, the cradle of German Reform, refused a donation of one million marks from the American banker Henry Budge, who had returned to settle in Hamburg following his father's death, because the sum was conditional on "men and women sitting together" in the new edifice. To Dr. Jacob Sondelting, then rabbi of the temple, that idea was shocking. "In the Hamburg Temple," he reports, "men and women remained separated up to the last moment."

Mixed synagogue seating, or to use the more common nineteenth-century term, "family seating," first developed in Reform Jewish circles in the United States. Rabbi Isaac Wise, the leading nineteenth-century exponent of American Reform, took personal credit for this particular innovation, claiming to have introduced Jewry's first family pews "in 1850 [sic]... in the temple of Wise." Wise, however, did not invent family seating. To understand what he did do, and why, requires first a brief digression into the history of church seating in America.

The earliest New England churches and meetinghouses, following the then-traditional British practice, separated men, women, and children in worship. Men and women sat on opposite sides of a central aisle, and children, also divided according to sex, sat in the back or upstairs. As John Demos points out, "Family relationships were effectively discounted, or at least submerged, in this particular context... the family community and the religious community were fundamentally distinct." Churches sought to underscore the role of the individual as the basic unit in matters of faith and prayer. "God's minister," according to Patricia Tracy, "superseded the role of any other agent; each heart was supposed to be unprotected against the thunder of the Gospel." Beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, church seating patterns began to change. Families at first won permission to sit together in church on a voluntary basis, and subsequently family seating became the norm. Outside of New England, the history of church seating has not been written, and the pattern may have been more diverse. Missouri Synod Lutherans, for example, maintained separate seating in their churches (which were heavily influenced by German practice) down to at least the end of the nineteenth century. For the most part, however, the family pew won rapid and widespread acceptance in church circles, and Americans, forgetting that there were other possibilities, came to believe that "the family that prays together stays together."

The overwhelming move to adopt family seating stems from great changes in the history of the family that have been amply detailed elsewhere. The growing differentiation between home and work saw families take on a new symbolic role, termed by Demos "the family as refuge," the image being that of family members clustering together for protection against the evils of anomic industrial society. Fear of family breakdown naturally led to a host of new rituals and forms (including the cult of domesticity) designed to "strengthen the
family" against the menacing forces threatening to rend it asunder. The family pew was one of these new forms. By raising the family's status over that of the single individual, and by symbolically linking family values to religious values, the family pew demonstrated, as separate seating did not, that the church stood behind the family structure one hundred percent. Family burial plots, which came into vogue at about the same time as family pews, carried the same message of family togetherness on into eternity.

Whether Rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise appreciated the symbolic significance of family pews when he introduced them in 1851 cannot be known. His biographer waxes enthusiastic about how the new system, "enable[d] families to worship together and to have the warmth of togetherness... in the deepest and most sacred of moments," but Wise himself never said anything of the sort. Instead, as he related the story, family pews became a feature of Congregation Anshe Emeth in Albany almost as an afterthought.

Wise had first come to Albany in 1846 to serve as the rabbi of Congregation Beth El. He was a new immigrant, twenty-seven years old, and thoroughly inexperienced, but he dreamed great dreams and displayed boundless energy. Before long he introduced a series of reforms. Like most early Wise's aimed at improving and effecting changes in the liturgy. He abolished the sale of synagogue honors, forbade standing during the Torah reading, eliminated various medieval liturgical poems (piyyutim), introduced German and English hymns into the service, initiated the confirmation ceremony, and organized a mixed choir. But his effort to effect Berlin-style changes in synagogue seating to make room for the choir ("I suggested to apportion the seats anew, and to set apart half of the floor, as well as of the gallery, for the women") raised a howl of protest and got nowhere, and even within the mixed choir "the girls strenuously opposed to sitting among the men." Wise never even raised the issue of family pews.

A series of disputes between Wise and his president, Louis Spanier, led to Wise's dismissal from Beth El Congregation two days before Rosh Hashanah in 1850. Wise considered his firing illegal, and on the advice of counsel took his place as usual on New Year's Day. As he made ready to remove the Torah from the ark, Louis Spanier took the law into his own hands and lashed out at him. The assault knocked off the rabbi's hat, wounded his pride, and precipitated a general melee that the police had to be called out to quell. The next day, Wise held Rosh Hashanah services at his home. The day after that, he was invited to a meeting consisting of "prominent members of the congregation together with a large number of young men," where a new congregation, Anshe Emeth, came into being with Wise as its rabbi. Anshe Emeth dedicated its new building, formerly a Baptist church, on October 3, 1851. Wise served the congregation there until 1854, when he journeyed west to Cincinnati to assume his position at Bene Yeshurun.

Anshe Emeth is usually credited with being the first synagogue with mixed seating in the world. As Wise relates the circumstances in his Reminiscences: "American Judaism is indebted to the Anshe Emeth congregation of Albany for one important reform; viz., family pews. The church-building had family pews, and the congregation resolved unanimously to retain them. This innovation was initiated later in all American reform congregations. This was an important step, which was severely condemned at the time." According to this account, and it is the only substantial one we have, family pews entered Judaism for pragmatic reasons: Members voted to make do with the (costly) building they had bought, and not to expend additional funds to convert its American-style family pews into a more traditional Jewish seating arrangement. Had members considered this a particularly momentous action
on their part, they would surely have called attention to it in their consecration proceedings, and Isaac Mayer Wise would have said something on the subject in his dedication sermon. Nothing at all was said, however, and only the sharp eye of Isaac Leeser detected in the description of the synagogue "another reform of the Doctor's, one by no means to be commended." Far from being "severely condemned at the time," the reform seems otherwise to have been uniformly ignored. Pragmatic reforms aimed at improving decorum and bringing the synagogue more closely into harmony with the prevailing American Christian pattern were nothing new, even if this particular reform had not previously been introduced. Nor was there any organized opposition to Wise within his own congregation to generate adverse publicity against him. The "loud remonstrations of all orthodoxy," which Wise purported to remember, actually came later. Anshe Emeth's family pews met with scarcely a murmur.

The introduction of family seating at New York's Temple Emanu-El in 1854 attracted no more notice. When Emanu-El was established in 1845, the very year of the Berlin seating reform, its sanctuary provided for separate seating, women behind the men, in one room. The move to family pews took place, as at Anshe Emeth, when the congregation moved into a new building (the Twelfth Street Synagogue), a former church, and there found enclosed family pews already set up. Although they had no known ideological basis for introducing mixed seating, members presumably found the thought of families worshipping together as a unit in the American fashion far more appealing than the thought of introducing separate seating where none had been before. Convenience triumphed, and justifications followed.

II

Ideological defenses of mixed seating, when they came, concentrated not on family worship, an American innovation, but rather on an older, European, and more widely contended Jewish issue of the day: women's status in the synagogue. Rabbis versed in the polemics of Reform Judaism in Germany felt more at home in this debate, having argued about the status of women at the rabbinical conferences in Frankfurt (1845) and Breslau (1846), and they viewed the principle involved as a much more important one than mixed seating, which they had never before seen, and which seemed to them at the time to be just another case of following in the ways of the Gentiles. As a result, the same basic arguments that justified the abolition of the gallery and "separate but equal" seating in Germany came to be used to justify mixed family seating in the United States. Critical differences between these two new seating patterns proved less important in the long run than the fact that Jews and non-Jews on both sides of the Atlantic came to view the debate over the synagogue seating of women as a debate over the synagogue status of women, and they followed it with interest.

The status of women in the synagogue, and in Judaism in general, attracted considerable attention in early America, much of it negative. As early as 1744, Dr. Alexander Hamilton, a Scottish-born physician, compared the women's gallery in New York's Shearith Israel to a "hen coop." Dr. Philip Milledoler, later president of Rutgers, told a meeting of the American Society for Evangelizing the Jews in 1816 that the "female character" among Jews "holds a station far inferior to that which it was intended to occupy by the God of nature." The Western Monthly Review, describing "The Present State of the Jews" in 1829, found that "the Jewess of these days is treated as an inferior being." That was putting it mildly, according to James Gordon Bennett, editor of the New York Herald, after visiting Shearith Israel, on Yom
Kippur 1836, he attacked the status of women in Judaism as one of the most lamentable features in the entire religion—and one that Jesus improved:

The great error of the Jews is the degradation in which their religion places woman. In the services of religion, she is separated and huddled into a gallery like beautiful crockery ware, while the men perform the ceremonies below. It was the author of Christianity that brought her out of this Egyptian bondage, and put her on an equality with the other sex in civil and religious rites. Hence, have sprung all the civilization, refinement, intelligence and genius of Europe. The Hebrew prays “I thank thee, Lord, that I am not a woman”—the Christian—“I praise thee, Lord, that I and my wife are immortal.”

There were, of course, other, more positive images of American Jewish women available, including not a few works of apologética penned by Jews themselves. These explained the traditional rationale behind Jewish laws on women and enumerated long lists of Jewish women “heroes” from the biblical period onward. Literary treatments of Jewish women also offered occasional positive images, usually of noble, alluringly exotic, Semitic maidens, who functioned more as “erotic dream figures,” manifestations of romantic ideals, than anything else. Still, to many Americans, Judaism’s “mistreatment” of “the weaker sex” was an established fact: evidence of Judaism’s “Oriental” and “primitive” character, in stark contrast to “modern” Christianity. By visibly changing the position of women in the synagogue, Jews sought to undermine this fact, to buttress their claims to modernity, and to fend off the embarrassing Christian charges that they had otherwise to face. In abolishing the women's gallery, synagogue leaders thus sought to elevate not only the status of women in Judaism, but also the status of Judaism itself.

The first Jewish leader in America to stress the relationship between changes in synagogue seating and changes in the status of Jewish women seems to have been Rabbi David Einhorn, who immigrated to America in 1855 and rapidly came to dominate the radical wing of the nascent Reform Movement. Einhorn had agitated for “the complete religious equality of woman with man” at the 1846 Breslau Reform Rabbinical Conference, where he declared it his “mission to make legal declaration of the equal religious obligation and justification of women in as far as this is possible.” Within the first few years of his tenure at Temple Har Sinai in Baltimore, he endeavored to put this principle into effect, abolishing what he called the “gallery-cage,” and bringing women down to share the same floor as men, though apparently not, at first, the same pews.

In discussing the women’s issue in Sinai, his German-language magazine, Einhorn characteristically stressed the higher “principle” behind his action, in this case abandonment of what he considered to be misguided Oriental rabbinic strictures against women, and a return to what he identified as the more proper biblical lesson of sexual equality.Gallery seating, he sneered, originally stemmed from unseemly acts of levity that marred the celebration of simchat bet hashoeva (the water-drawing festival) in temple times. Since staid Occidental modes of worship held forth no similar dangers to modesty, the gallery could be dispensed with. Although clearly less comfortable with the proprieties of completely mixed seating, Einhorn nevertheless allowed that when a husband sat next to his wife and children nothing untoward could be expected. The essential principle, he repeated, was “religious equalization of women.” Everything else connected with seating reforms was of secondary importance.
Einhorn's rationale for mixed seating won wide acceptance, perhaps because it offered a specifically Jewish as well as ethically motivated reason to adopt an American practice, and also perhaps because it made a virtue out of what many were coming to see as a practical necessity. Whatever the case, family seating spread. Chicago Sinai, ideologically linked to its Baltimore namesake, never had a gallery and wrote into its basic propositions (1859) that "in the public worship of the congregation, there should be no discrimination made in favor of the male and against female worshippers."33 A year later, in San Francisco, Rabbi Elkan Cohn, newly appointed to Congregation Emanu-El, introduced mixed seating as one of his first acts, complaining, as he did so, that Judaism "excluded women from so many privileges to which they are justly entitled."34 The next fifteen years saw mixed seating develop at a rapid pace. In some cases, proponents exclusively stressed women's inequality and the bad image it projected. Rabbi Raphael D'C Lewin, for example, denounced separate seating as "a relic of the Dark Ages."35 More frequently, pragmatic considerations—purchase of a new synagogue building (perhaps a church containing pews), the need to use the gallery for a choir, the inability of women in the gallery to hear what was going on, or the "undignified" appearance presented by a synagogue where the gallery was far more crowded than the main sanctuary below—worked hand in hand with ideological factors in bringing about reform.36 In at least one case, Sherith Israel in San Francisco, mixed seating came about because, as the minutes report, "the existing custom of separating the sexes during Divine Services is a cause of annoyance and disturbance in our devotion."37 Whatever the real reason, however, most synagogues eventually came to justify mixed seating on the basis of women's equality. Isaac Mayer Wise led the way, quite misleadingly retrojecting the women's issue back into his Albany reforms:

The Jewish woman had been treated almost as a stranger in the synagogue; she had been kept at a distance, and had been excluded from all participation in the life of the congregation, had been relegated to the gallery, even as was the negro in Southern churches. The emancipation of the Jewish woman was begun in Albany, by having the Jewish girls sing in the choir, and this beginning was reinforced by the introduction of family pews.38

Although mixed seating looked like an imitation of gentile practices, no proponent of Reform would admit that it was. In seeking to modernize Judaism, reform leaders always insisted that they were strengthening the faith and preventing defections to Christianity; assimilation was as much anathema to them as to their opponents. Knowing how sensitive they were on this issue, critics of mixed seating regularly coupled their references to the innovation with terms like "Gentile fashion," "semblance of a church," and "Christian."39 They knew that such charges struck home.

Otherwise, traditionalists generally contended themselves to defend their time-honored practices on the basis of Jewish legal precedents and religious prooftexts, chief among them the Talmudic discussion of temple seating practices in Tractate Sukkah 51b. "This is the direct and forcible language of the Talmud," the learned Laemmlein Buttenwieser insisted after quoting his source at length, "and on it we are content to rest our case without further argument."40

Proponents of change naturally put forward different interpretations of these texts.41 Even those most eager to introduce reforms still continued to seek the legitimacy that textural roots provided. The never-ending textual arguments, however, are less important
than the fact that the two sides in the seating controversy unwittingly talked past one another. Proponents defended mixed seating as a test of Judaism's ability to meet modernity's challenge to Jewish survival. Opponents defended traditional seating as a test of Judaism's ability to parry modernity's threats to Jewish distinctiveness. Although the two sides seemed only to be debating about laws and practices, the words they used and the passions behind them indicate that the central arguments really reached deeper. Ultimately, they touched on the most basic values—traditional ones and Enlightenment ones—that each side held dear.

III

One of the most historically interesting clashes over mixed seating took place at the venerable B'nai Jeshurun synagogue in New York City in 1875. The dispute eventually reached civil court—one of comparatively few such cases to do so—and involved many of the leading rabbis of the period. It serves as a valuable case study of the whole mixed seating issue as it developed in, disrupted, and ultimately split an individual congregation.

B'nai Jeshurun was the second synagogue founded in New York City (1825) and has proudly boasted New York's "oldest Ashkenazic Congregation." From its founding, it followed the path of traditional Judaism, maintaining close ties with the Great Synagogue in London. It grew steadily, various schisms notwithstanding. From 1825 to 1850, its membership increased fivefold to nearly 150, and during the same period its financial condition strengthened appreciably. An even more dynamic period of growth began in 1849 when it elected Rabbi Morris J. Raphall, then rabbi and preacher of England's Birmingham Hebrew Congregation, to serve as its "Lecturer and Preacher." Raphall's salary reputedly was "the most munificent salary received by any preacher in the country"—an investment that handsomely paid off. As America's first "glamour rabbi," he attracted large numbers of new members to the congregation and won B'nai Jeshurun a position of high regard both in the Jewish and the non-Jewish communities. This position was enhanced in 1851 when the congregation dedicated its magnificent new edifice, the Greene Street Synagogue.42

As is so often the case, the new situation at B'nai Jeshurun created pressures for ritual reform. Decorum became the watchword as trustees worried more and more about the image projected by the congregation to the world at large. In 1851 and again in 1856 the interests of decorum ("that high standing of respectability which the world has a right to expect and which should correspond with this noble edifice") motivated changes in the distribution of synagogue honors, and in the method of announcing synagogue offerings.43 Subsequent changes affected the saying of the priestly blessing, henceforward to be repeated "without singing and chanting," and of the Mourner's Kaddish, which mourners were instructed to recite "in unison with the Reader." The institution of a choir, and the introduction of special attire for the cantor and rabbi underlined B'nai Jeshurun's transformation into a showpiece synagogue with a performance-oriented ritual: a move that the congregation's new membership, new building, and new community status had made inevitable.44

Once begun, the pressure for reform at B'nai Jeshurun did not so easily abate. The needs and desires of members, coupled with contemporary trends favoring liberalization in synagogues and churches, motivated board members to initiate discussion of seating changes (abolition of the gallery and mixed pews) as early as 1862. At the rabbi's urging, they were not followed up. In 1868, following the death of Rabbi Raphall, the trustees
formed a joint committee on ritual, charged with investigating a wide range of possible “improvements” to the synagogue service, alterations in the “internal arrangement of the Synagogue,” being only one of them. As a first step, the reader’s desk was moved from its traditional place at the center of the synagogue to the front, a move that three years earlier had been voted down. In 1869, the board introduced a confirmation ceremony. Some sixty-three other changes also came up for consideration that year: most dealt with abolition of liturgical poems (piyyutim); a few went further, suggesting such things as doing away with the priestly blessing and ending the traditional calling up of seven men to the Torah. After consultation with their new rabbi, Dr. Henry Vidaver, and with Rabbi Jonas Bondi, editor of the Hebrew Leader, both of whom evaluated the proposed changes from the perspective of Jewish law, many of these changes, though not the most radical ones, were put into effect.45

In November 1871, the congregation took another step along the road to reform. It voted fifty to thirty-one to include women in the choir. Although sanctioned by Rabbi Vidaver, and widely practiced elsewhere, this move by one of America’s oldest and most distinguished congregations generated considerable controversy. In spite of Rabbi Vidaver’s insistence that Jewish law had not been breached, everyone realized that a mixed choir involved a more substantial departure from Jewish tradition than had previously been allowed. The choir was subsequently abandoned, “as it was found impracticable without an organ,” but further steps in the direction of reform seemed inevitable.46 Nobody should have been surprised when, on November 8, 1874, four months after Rabbi Vidaver had left the congregation for a more lucrative position in San Francisco, B’nai Jeshurun’s members met to consider “the propriety of altering the present seats into Pews and also to add an Organ to the Choir.47

In reviewing the many changes that took place during this trying period in B’nai Jeshurun’s history, Rabbi Israel Goldstein stressed the uncertainty of the congregation, the inner struggle between competing values that pulled members simultaneously in two directions, toward tradition and toward change: “The Congregations decisions were made and unmade, amidst turbulent sentiment. Many of the members threatened to resign if the changes were not introduced. Others threatened to resign if the changes were introduced. Questions were repeatedly resubmitted and reconsidered, and the sentiment shifted as each faction in turn gained ascendancy.”48

Even those most favoring change in congregational ritual aimed to stay within the bounds of “our established [Jewish] laws.” They wanted the bountiful benefits that they thought reform would bring without sacrificing the comforting legitimacy that they knew tradition provided. Ideally, they somehow sought to be both Orthodox and modern at the same time, enjoying the benefits of both positions, and satisfying everyone.49

Although all members of B’nai Jeshurun may have prayed for this Utopia, younger and newer members nevertheless spearheaded the movement for change. One wishes that available evidence on this point were more substantial. Still, of the identifiable members who signed the petition calling for a special congregational meeting to consider instituting family pews and an organ, all five were members of ten years’ standing or less (two additional signers cannot be identified). The fact that Joseph Aden, a member of B’nai Jeshurun, laid special stress on his being sixty-two years old when he declared himself in favor of the proposed changes—as if most reformers were far younger—offers additional corroborative evidence.50

Reforms in the 1870s all over the American Jewish community stemmed, at least in part, from fears that the young, American-born children of Central European immigrants were
being lost to Judaism. Many Jews worried for their faith’s future survival. Some foresaw a merger with Unitarianism. Young William Rosenblatt, in an article entitled “The Jews: What They Are Coming To” printed in the widely read Galaxy, openly predicted impending doom: “Of that ancient people only the history of their perils and their sufferings will remain.”

Although various Jews resigned themselves to this “inevitable” fate, others looked to reforms that promised to win the young people back. When, as at B’nai Jeshurun, younger members took upon themselves the initiative to bring about change, their elders usually agreed to support them. They feared, as B’nai Jeshurun’s president, Moses Strasburger, candidly admitted, that without changes the congregation would “become disbanded.”

Support for reform was by no means unanimous at B’nai Jeshurun: at the tumultuous special meeting called to discuss the question, fifty-five members voted for seating changes and installation of an organ, thirty members remained opposed. The majority viewed the changes they sanctioned as permissible and necessary next steps in the long process of internal transformation that had been going on for a quarter of a century. They believed that by modernizing B’nai Jeshurun—bringing it into harmony “with the requirements of modern taste and culture”—they were saving it for the next generation. The minority, which had grown increasingly restive as the pace of reform quickened, viewed the same changes as confirming evidence of the congregation’s final abandonment of Jewish law and tradition. They wondered aloud if the reforms would have been promulgated had an “orthodox lecturer” stood at the congregation’s helm.

The B’nai Jeshurun experience illustrates the major issues raised by mixed seating controversies from the late nineteenth century onward. For supporters, the proposed seating change translated into terms like family togetherness, women’s equality, conformity to local norms, a modern, progressive image, and saving the youth—values that most Jews viewed positively. For opponents, the same change implied abandonment of tradition, violation of Jewish law, assimilation, Christianization, and promiscuity—consequences that most Jews viewed with horror. Pulled simultaneously in two directions that both seemed right—directions that reflected opposing views on modernity—many of those seeking compromise in the middle took solace in assurances from their leaders that Judaism and mixed seating were fully compatible. Rabbinic arguments and the adoption of mixed seating in synagogue after synagogue made the case for the “Jewishness” of the practice that much more compelling. Feeling reassured that they could reconcile modernity and tradition and still have mixed seating, majorities at congregations like B’nai Jeshurun opted for change. Minorities opposed to the change, meanwhile, found in separate seating a visible and defensible issue around which they could rally. Separate seating imparted just that sense of detached protest against modernity that, supporters felt, Judaism needed to express in order to survive. By exhibiting their reverence for tradition through the basic spatial arrangement of the synagogue, traditionalists made their point of disagreement with innovators plain for all to see. In time, “separate seating” and “mixed seating” became shorthand statements, visible expressions of differences on a host of more fundamental issues that lay beneath the surface.

IV

Mixed seating generally ceased to be a controversial issue in Reform Judaism after the 1870s. By 1890, Isaac Mayer Wise, who was in a position to know, wrote that “today no synagogue is built in this country without family pews.” Applied to Reform temples, the
statement seems to be correct. Orthodox synagogues, of course, continued to separate men and women, and this remained true in the new Orthodox "showpiece" congregations erected, particularly in New York, in the wake of large-scale East European Jewish immigration. In 1895, a proposal for mixed seating did agitate the nation's leading Sephardic Synagogue, Shearith Israel, but the trustees unanimously voted it down. They resolved that in the new synagogue, then under construction, seating would remain, "men in the auditorium and women in the galleries as in the present synagogue." Ninety-six women submitted a resolution supporting the maintenance of this "time-honored custom." 57

Over the next two decades, debates over mixed seating took place at a good many other modern Orthodox synagogues, especially those that sought to cater to young people. But for the most part—Congregation Mount Sinai of Central Harlem, founded in 1904, being a noteworthy exception—separate seating held. Modernity in these congregations came to mean decorum, use of the English language, and weekly sermons. Proposed seating reforms, by their nature far more divisive, were effectively tabled. 58

Between the two world wars, the issue of mixed seating arose again, this time in the rapidly growing Conservative Movement. Living in what Marshall Sklare has identified as "areas of third settlement"—younger, more aware of surrounding non-Jewish and Reform Jewish practices, and more worried about the Jewishness of their children—Conservative Jews sought a form of worship that would be "traditional and at the same time modern." Gallery seating for women was not what had in mind. It violated the American norm of family seating. It ran counter to modern views on the position of women. And it proved dysfunctional to synagogue life, since in America, Jewish women played an increasingly important part in all religious activities, and felt discriminated against by the gallery. Seating reforms thus ranked high on the Conservative Jewish agenda. 59

In 1921, the question of whether family pews would be a departure from traditional Judaism came before the Rabbinical Assembly's [Conservative Jewish] Committee on the Interpretation of Jewish Law. Professor Louis Ginzberg, chairman of the committee, responded that gallery seating was unnecessary, but that "the separation of the sexes is a Jewish custom well established for about 2000 years, and must not be taken lightly." 60 The "separate but equal" seating pattern that Ginzberg and Schechter (like David Einhorn) advocated failed to satisfy proponents of family togetherness in worship, and most Conservative synagogues introduced mixed seating instead, in some cases preserving sexually segregated areas in the synagogue for those who wanted them ("compromise seating") 61. In 1947, Ginzberg himself told a congregation in Baltimore that if "continued separation of family units during services presents a great danger to its spiritual welfare, the minority ought to yield to the spiritual need of the majority." 62 Privately he admitted that "when you live long enough in America you realize that the status of womanhood had changed so much that separating women from men has become obsolete." 63 By 1955, according to Marshall Sklare, mixed seating featured in "the overwhelming majority of Conservative synagogues," and served as "the most commonly accepted yardstick for differentiating Conservatism from Orthodoxy." 64

Although recognized Orthodox leaders did indeed tout mixed seating as the "great divide"—the action that put a congregation beyond the pale of Orthodox tradition—many members of Orthodox congregations apparently disagreed. Congregations that both professed to be Orthodox and employed rabbis who graduated from Orthodox rabbinical seminaries still introduced family pews, defending them in one case, on the basis of the
"spirit, traditions and procedure of Orthodox Judaism," and in another on the pragmatic
grounds that they would "be inviting to the younger members." A source claims that
in 1961 there existed "perhaps 250 Orthodox synagogues where family seating is
practiced." A different estimate, from 1954, holds that "90% of the graduates of the
Chicago Hebrew Theological Institution, which is Orthodox, and 50% of the graduates
of the Yeshiva, the Orthodox institution in New York, have positions where family seating or
optional family seating prevails." How accurate either estimate was remains unclear, but at
least according to one (perhaps biased) observer family seating had "definitely become a
form and tradition of Orthodox Israelites adopted and practiced by an overwhelming
number of Orthodox Synagogues." Certainly rabbis who served mixed-seating
congregations continued to belong to the Orthodox Rabbinical Council of America without
fear of expulsion.

Synagogue practices notwithstanding, Yeshiva University continuously opposed mixed
seating. It nominally revoked the ordination of its graduates if they continued to serve
mixed-seating congregations after having been warned to leave them. The only temporary
justification allowing a graduate to accept a mixed-seating position was if Yeshiva's then
president, Bernard Revel, felt that "an able, diplomatic man" could bring the errant
congregation "back to the fold." Although in some cases this happened, and in others the
rabbi resigned after failing, apparently substantial but undetermined number of Yeshiva
University graduates, torn between piety and prosperity, or influenced by American
conditions, made peace with mixed seating. In a few cases, they later defended the practice's
orthodoxy in court.

Court proceedings dealing with the mixed-seating problem were, as we know from the
B'nai Jeshurun affair, nothing new. A series of cases in the 1950s, however, had the effect of
solidifying Orthodoxy's position on the issue, while undermining the comfortable
arguments of those who insisted that mixed seating and Jewish tradition could be made
compatible. Leading Orthodox spokesmen, in concert with the Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America and the Rabbinical Council of America, so vigorously insisted
that mixed seating violated halachah, that those who supported the opposite position
realized that they were clinging to a view that no institutionalized brand of Orthodoxy
would agree to legitimate.

Three cases received particular attention. The first involved Congregation Adath Israel
in Cincinnati. Founded by Polish Jews in 1853, and for many years the leading non-Reform
synagogue in the city, Adath Israel harbored a range of traditional Jews and had for many
years walked a tightrope between the Conservative and Orthodox movements. The
synagogue's constitution proclaimed adherence to the "forms and traditions of Orthodox
Israelites." At the same time, the synagogue belonged to the Conservative United
Synagogues of America. Fishel J. Goldfeder, Adath Israel's rabbi, boasted both an Orthodox
and a Conservative training. Members sought to appeal to those with Orthodox
leanings and Conservative leanings at one and the same time.

Separate seating of some form or other had been the rule at Adath Israel since its
inception. At least since 1896, "separate but equal" seating had been deemed sufficient: "Men
sit on one side and the women sit on the other side of the first floor of the Synagogue
without any curtain or any partition between them." In 1923, apparently in reaction to
liberalization moves in many Conservative synagogues, members voted an amendment to
their constitution: "that no family pews be established nor may men remove their hats
During services; that no organ be used during services; that no female choir be permitted so long as ten (10) members in good standing object thereto.72

Beginning in 1952, however, the congregation, which had been expanding rapidly, began to be agitated by demands for optional family seating, many of them from younger members. The board of trustees, with the blessing of Rabbi Goldfeder, voted 17-9 in favor of optional family seating on December 30, 1953, and a congregational meeting subsequently ratified the action by a vote of 289-100.73

Opponents claimed that mixed seating violated the synagogue’s constitution. They pointed out that more than the necessary ten members objected to family seating, and besides, they insisted that family seating contravened the “forms and traditions of Orthodox Israelites.” They, therefore, moved to block the action, and by mutual agreement finally submitted their dispute to a private court. A three-judge panel (“each side to the controversy shall select one judge of its own choosing and the third judge shall be selected by agreement of the counsel for both sides”) was given binding authority to decide the case.74

The court proceedings brought to the fore the deep divisions within Adath Israel that had long simmered beneath the surface. As the judges noted in their decision, “Some witnesses contended that the synagogue is strictly Orthodox; some said that it is liberal Orthodox, and others believed that it is a Conservative synagogue.”75 Supporters of mixed seating argued, on the one hand, that the congregation was Conservative, since it lacked a formal mechitsah (partition), employed a microphone, and confirmed women, and on the other hand, that mixed seating accorded “with the forms and traditions of Orthodox Israelites,” as defined by their rabbi. By contrast, opponents of mixed seating argued that the congregation was Orthodox, notwithstanding earlier and that mixed seating would cause Adath Israel “to lose its status as a proper place of worship.”76 Testimony from leading figures in Orthodox and Conservative Judaism put forth diverging views on mixed seating’s halachic status, and on the meaning of “Orthodoxy” to different kinds of Jews.

In their decision, Judge Chase M. Davies and Rabbi Joseph P. Sternstein (the third judge, Mr. Sol Goodman, dissented) refused to consider these halachic issues at all. Having been instructed to “resolve the controversy involved in the synagogue on a legal basis,” they first ruled the 1923 amendment outlawing family pews “not a valid and presently effective amendment to the Constitution and By-Laws of the congregation,” since improper procedures had accompanied its adoption. On the more important question of whether family seating violated Orthodox “forms and traditions,” the judges, on the basis of American precedents, decided that the issue presents a religious question over which a Court of Law, and this private Court, which has been instructed to follow legal principles, has no right, power, or jurisdiction. To hold otherwise would be an assumption by this private Court of mentorship of the religious faith of the members of the congregation, since under federal and state Constitutions, there can be no disturbance of or limitation to the power and right of the congregants to exercise that freedom of conscience which is the basis of our liberty.77

Given the fact that the board of trustees, the majority of the members and the rabbi all supported “optional family seating,” the judges ruled the practice valid. They took pains to point out, however, that as an opinion of a private court, theirs “should not be considered, or cited, as authority in any other case.”78
In closing, the expressed the hope that their decision would "result in a harmonious and unified worship of God by all members of the congregation." That, however, did not come about. Instead, many of the members who had always considered Adath Israel to be Orthodox and opposed mixed seating, withdrew and joined other synagogues. Those who remained at Adath Israel became more closely aligned with the Conservative Movement and referred to themselves increasingly as Conservative Jews. The seating controversy thus unwittingly served as a vehicle for clarifying both religious identity and ideology. By taking a stand on one issue, people expressed their views on a host of other issues as well.

Davis v. Scher, the second mixed-seating case, concerned Congregation Beth Tefilas Moses, an avowedly Orthodox Jewish congregation in Mt. Clemens, Michigan, which voted to introduce family seating into its sanctuary in 1955. Baruch Litvin, a businessman who belonged to the congregation and was cordially disliked by many of its members, took up the battle against this decision, basing himself on an established American legal principle: "A majority of a church congregation may not institute a practice within the church fundamentally opposed to the doctrine to which the church property is dedicated, as against a minority of the congregation who adhere to the established doctrine and practice." Litvin's attorneys, supported by the Union of Orthodox Congregations, introduced a great deal of evidence to support the claim that mixed seating was "clearly violative of the established Orthodox Jewish law and practice" and argued that if mixed seating were introduced, the Orthodox minority would have to worship elsewhere, "deprived of the right of the use of their property... by the majority group contrary to law." The congregation, by contrast, argued that the dispute involved only "doctrinal and ecclesiastical matters," not property rights, and that "it would be inconsistent with complete religious liberty for the court to assume...jurisdiction." Despite court urging, the congregation's refused to cross-examine witnesses or to introduce any testimony of their own in defense of mixed seating, for fear that this would weaken their argument. They did not believe that the secular courtroom was the proper forum for Jewish doctrinal debates.

Lower courts sided with the congregation and refused to become involved, arguing that Congregation Beth Tefilas Moses' majority voice had the power to rule. The Michigan Supreme Court, however, unanimously reversed this decision and accepted the minority's claims. It stressed that "because of defendants' calculated risk of not offering proofs, no dispute exists as to the teaching of Orthodox Judaism as to mixed seating." By the laws governing implied trusts, therefore, the congregation's majority was denied the power to carry property dedicated for use by Orthodox Jews "to the support of a new and conflicting doctrine." "A change of views on religious subjects," the court ruled, did not require those who still held to older views to surrender property originally conveyed to them.

The third case, Katz v. Singerman, had much that was seemingly in common with Davis v. Scher. Congregation Chevra Thilim of New Orleans voted in 1957 to introduce family pews, and a minority, led by Harry Katz, went to court to thwart the move. Like Baruch Litvin, Katz argued for minority rights, particularly since the Chevra Thilim charter explicitly included "the worship of God according to the orthodox Polish Jewish ritual" as one of its "objects and purposes," and the congregation had accepted the donation of a building upon the stipulation that it "shall only be used as a place of Jewish worship according to the strict ancient and orthodox forms and ceremonies." The issue to be determined by the court was "whether the practice of mixed or family seating in Chevra...
Thilim Synagogue is contrary to and inconsistent with the 'orthodox Polish Jewish Ritual' and 'Jewish worship according to the strict ancient and orthodox forms and ceremonies,' and therefore in violation of the trust and donation...and also the Charter of the Congregation.87

Where Katz v. Singerman differed was in the strategy employed by defendants. They introduced considerable testimony in support of mixed seating, including evidence supplied by Rabbi Jacob Agus, ordained at Yeshiva University, as well as twenty-seven affidavits testifying that mixed seating "is not contrary to Orthodox Jewish forms and ceremonies."88 Seventy-five affidavits, and a host of formidable witnesses from across the Orthodox spectrum opposed this testimony, offering abundant evidence in support of separate seating. The court was left to decide who understood Jewish law better.

Lower courts, impressed by the plaintiff's legal display and by the strong pro-Orthodox language employed in the original charter, decided in Katz's favor. The Supreme Court of Louisiana, however, in a decision similar to that rendered in the Adath Israel affair, decided differently. Given the "well-settled rule of law that courts will not interfere with the ecclesiastical questions involving differences of opinion as to religious conduct,"89 and the famous Supreme Court decision in Watson v. Jones (1872), which held that "[i]n such cases where there is a schism which leads to a separation into distinct and conflicting bodies, the rights of such bodies to the use of the property must be determined by the ordinary principles which govern voluntary associations,"90 the court decided that Chevra Thilim's board of directors alone had the "authority to ascertain and interpret the meaning of 'orthodox Polish Jewish Ritual.'" The fact that Chevra Thilim's rabbi agreed with the board and favored mixed seating held "great weight" with the court, which also cited precedents based on church-state that "churches must in their very nature 'grow with society.'"91 This case differs from the case of Davis v. Scher," the judges insisted, "for there the evidence was all on one side." Here, with two sides offering conflicting testimony as to what the phrase "orthodox forms and ceremonies" means, the court, following abundant precedent, left the matter for the congregation to decide.92

From the point of view of law, Katz v. Singerman dealt a severe blow to Orthodoxy, since it made it highly difficult for an Orthodox minority to overturn in court any majority decision, even one found unacceptable in terms of halacha. From another point of view, however, the case, like Davis v. Scher and the Adath Israel case, actually strengthened Orthodoxy, for it gave publicity to the movement's views and established in the popular mind the fact that "true" Orthodoxy and separate seating went hand in hand. Orthodox Jewish publications denominated those who defended the orthodoxy of mixed seating as "Conservative Jews," and ridiculed "mixed-seating Orthodoxy" as a contradiction in terms.93 Those who did define modern Orthodox in terms of mixed seating found themselves increasingly isolated. In some cases, congregations that once considered themselves modern Orthodox moved, after adopting mixed seating, firmly into the ranks of the Conservative Movement.94 In other cases, particularly in congregations served by rabbis from Hebrew Theological College in Chicago, modern Orthodox congregations began to worship under the label of traditional Judaism.95

Exceptions notwithstanding, mixed seating, even more than when Marshall Sklare first made the observation, symbolized by the third quarter of the twentieth century that which differentiated Orthodoxy from Jewry's other branches.96 The symbol that had first signified family togetherness and later came to represent women's equality and religious modernity,
had finally evolved into a denominational boundary. Around it American Jews defined where they stood religiously and what values they held most dear.27
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